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Debt Settlement Pros and Cons
Many of the people who come up to me and ask about debt settlement have the same question in mind. That is "What are the debt

settlement pros and cons." There are many different facets of debt settlement and by the time someone is asking this question, the

financial pros almost always outweigh the cons.
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Now — let me make this clear — debt settlement is not ri ht for eve one.

If you' re looking to buy a new home or make a large financial transaction (one Enter your name...
requiring excellent credit) in the near future, debt settlement is not for you.

Enter your email...
The reason why you will be unable to make a large financial transaction is because debt settlement, by nature, causes your credit

score to drop. You see, creditors and collection agencies will not work with you when you are current on your payments. Why would

they? They are collecting interest every month while you' re not making any dent on the principal balance. The entire debt will still

be owed to them while they are stealing from you with interest and bogus penalties. It doesn't matter to them what you are paying Sign lip Now.~
down as long as they are collecting the money. They laugh all the way to the bank. They will only be willing to settle on your debts

when you are running at least 30 days late. Running late will almost always put a blemish on the credit score. The only real con

then is this: We hate spam, which is why we will never
share your email address with anyone, ever.

Your credit score w~ill dro . Calculating just how big of a drop you can expect relies
on too many factors to discuss in this article. Contact Us

Phone
877-720-7587 8am — 5pm EST

What's that I hear you say? "I'm not looking to buy a house or a car.
. . Email

what about me??" inquiries@debteliminationadvisory.corn

Mailing Address
3959 Van Dyke Rd ¹170If you have more than 5 thousand in credit card debt and are only making minimum payments, you are a candidate for debt Lutz FL, 33558

settlement. Are you scraping by getting no where on the balance? Having trouble sleeping every night wondering how your going to Office Location
get out? I know, trust me, I' ve been there. It's an awful feeling and terrible place to be. Thankfully there is help.

Physical Address
5501 W. Waters Ave.
Tampa, FL, 33634

To understand how debt settlement works and the pros and cons, you need to understand how 'your debt' works. Your debt is an

asset to an original creditor. They sell your debt to collection agencies who purchase it for pennies on the dollar. Therefore they Map Sa t T er Eart h
have incentive to settle your debt for less because the margin for them to make money on is massive. i Ji Show labels
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For example. Let's say you owe ABC company $6500 in credit card A
'telfdebt and you stop making your payments. Once ABC company stops r
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attempting to collect the debt, they will sell to XYZ collection agency for I g 1 ' ' I~l

pennies on the dollar. Lets say 25% (which can be typical). That' s
$1500 for $6500 worth of debt! Now here is where your debt settlement
pro comes in. This is your leverage. Even if you settle your $6500 debt ©2012 Google 
for $2000 XYZ company makes $500. This is wh y you always can settle Imagery ©2012 DigttatGtobe, GeoEye, The

for less. The leverage you have, the pro, to be successful in debt View Larger Map

settlement significantly outweighs any con. Most of you reading this
have several accounts with many agencies and many people calling
you. Can you imagine how much you could cut your debt, how much
you could save, if you did this with multiple companies? We' re talking
about thousands, if not tens of thousands of dollars in savings.

You' re going to be paying far less than you owed originally.

You' ll avoid all the headache ofbankru tc and hirin an attorne

You' ll have way more usable cash at hand.

And most importantly, it can prevent you from getting sued and prevent wage
garnishment.

I have been helping people settle their debts for years. If you found this page,
it likely means you are considering debt settlement or perhaps you just want to
find out a little bit more about the good and bad sides of debt settlement. I know
what it's like to be up to my head in debt. It's a feeling of helplessness that I never
want to experience again. I used to hate those late night phone calls from the
collection agencies threatening me with lawsuit or to steal my money straight from
my paycheck through wage garnishment. I want to help you get past this phase of
your life and move on to a brighter financial future. Click here for my free guide on
pursuing a better future. No gimmicks no tricks. I hope that you find this resource
useful, as it made a huge change in my immediate future when I was going
through it.
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